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Abstract: Based on 208 city-level data in China, this paper empirically analyzes the impact of
ESG rating on carbon emissions through the SDM spatial metrology model, identifies the direct
and indirect consequences and spatial spillover effects of ESG rating on carbon emissions, and
compares the regional heterogeneity and city-size heterogeneity of such impacts. This paper draws
three conclusions: (1) Empirical evidence shows that the ESG rating performance of enterprises
has a significant inhibition effect on carbon dioxide emissions. Specifically, when the ESG rating
performance increases by 1%, carbon emissions will decrease by 0.076; among other control variables,
the effect of FDI on carbon emission reduction is that when ESG score performance increases by
1%, carbon emission decreases by 0.022. (2) In the decomposition of the total effects, indirect
effects and direct effects have the same impact on carbon emissions, and the total effect is −0.393.
(3) The inhibition effect is more significant in the Eastern Region and in megacities, where the effect
of −0.096 in the Eastern Region is more obvious than that of −0.078 at the national level, and the
effect of carbon reduction in megacities is significantly greater than 0.013 in big cities. This suggests
regional heterogeneity in regards to the role of ESG ratings in reducing CO2 emissions. This paper
reveals the specific effects and internal logic of the impact of ESG performance on CO2 emissions,
which has certain implications for various regions to further promote the construction of an ESG
system, according to local conditions, and to encourage enterprises to focus on emission reduction
and high-quality development.

Keywords: ESG rating; carbon emission reduction; SDM model

1. Introduction

In recent years, environmental problems have been increasing. Based on China’s
national conditions and responsibilities as a major country, it proposed the goal of “carbon
neutrality and carbon peaking” (hereinafter referred to as the “double carbon” goal) at
the General Debate of the 75th session of the United Nations General Assembly. Carbon
emission reduction is an urgent problem for China to solve. At the same time, from
the micro perspective of enterprises and investors, the current ESG rating standard has
become a new scale for the green development of organizations. So, what is the logical
relationship between carbon emissions and ESG ratings? It is of great significance to study
this relationship, as by so doing, we can better understand the sustainable development
capabilities of enterprises, guide investors to make more comprehensive and responsible
investment decisions, and promote more environmentally friendly and socially responsible
business practices. At present, the academic research on carbon emissions is mainly divided
into the following areas:

(1) Calculation of carbon footprint: this process is very complicated. Some scholars
start from the implied emission and footprint, and combine the expenditure data with the
life-cycle greenhouse gas emission intensity derived from the environmentally extended
input–output model to calculate carbon footprint [1]. Various researchers have estimated
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the carbon footprint of some cities in the United States, China, the European Union, and
Japan, based on the GGMCF model. They believe that consistent actions taken by local
governments will exert different proportions of impacts on global carbon emissions, which
confirms the effect of local government policies on carbon emissions [2]. Other scholars
have estimated the contribution of individuals to the global carbon footprint, based on their
geographic location and lifestyle, from the perspective of individual behavior, determining
that the carbon footprint of different socioeconomic classes is varies significantly [3]. Some
scholars have also built an overall framework for carbon footprint measurement in the field
of consumption, systematically identified improvement schemes to promote consumer
choice at different stages of the supply chain, and tried to solve the problem of reducing
carbon dioxide emissions from the perspective of the consumer [4]. Overall, the calculation
of carbon footprint is still the focus of scholars, but the research on the development of
carbon footprint from the perspective of investment needs to be further improved.

(2) Technological innovation: this includes research on how to innovate technology,
develop low-carbon processes, improve energy efficiency, and reduce carbon emissions.
Some scholars believe that carbon neutrality can be simply understood as energy structure
adjustment [5]. At present, China is facing challenges to achieve the “dual carbon” goal,
such as high pressure, tight time constraints, high overall costs, insufficient technology
reserves, unbalanced development, high costs of removing the “carbon lock”, an immature
carbon pricing mechanism, and complex benefit adjustments [6,7]. In terms of technological
innovation, some scholars have discussed the driving factors of CO2 emission changes
in major industries in various regions of China, proving quantitatively that technological
progress plays a key role in the process of reducing CO2 emission [8].

(3) Policy and governance: developing appropriate policies and programs to promote
the realization of green and low carbon technologies. In the governance of carbon emissions,
urban development and carbon emission reduction are contradictory and unified. Under
the “dual carbon” goal, there is not a rush to decrease emissions within a short period of
time, but rather there is a plant to gradually change the mode of each city [9]. Based on the
transformation of the development model of a city or a country, governance policies should
start from the structural contradictions in population structure, investment efficiency, and
energy supply and demand when facing the challenge of realizing the “dual carbon”
goal [10].

(4) Social participation: raising public awareness of environmental protection, pro-
moting social participation and action, and promoting the realization of carbon reduction
and carbon neutrality. The green transformation of China’s production and operation
mode and lifestyle is being gradually promoted under the “dual-carbon” goal [11], and this
transformation process will have a positive effect on the realization of the “dual-carbon”
goal. When some scholars studied the impact of environmental assessment and public
participation on the effect of environmental pollution control, they also proposed that the
role of public participation in the process of environmental control is gradually becoming
more and more important over time [12].

(5) Economy and finance: the realization of carbon marketization; the formulation
of an appropriate carbon tax, a carbon trading system, and carbon finance policies; and
the promotion of the development of a low-carbon economy and the realization of carbon
emission reduction. A carbon tax, which exhibits significant effects and low cost, is often
advocated as a policy tool to reduce carbon emissions [13]. Some scholars believe that
a carbon trading policy can also promote the overall green development and the reduce
carbon intensity of pilot areas [14,15]. Carbon finance can play an important role in
promoting sustainable development by providing economic incentives, reducing the cost of
emission reduction, promoting the development of a low-carbon economy, and promoting
international cooperation. However, at present, green technology and climate change
investment and financing generally encounter a series of problems, such as a lack of
relevant standards, the absence of an incentive innovation mechanism, and financing
difficulties [16].
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(6) Urban infrastructure development: the improvement of the urban environment,
the building of low-carbon cities, and the development of low-carbon transportation and
energy systems. From the perspective of urban development, the increase in economic
development and resident income level are the main driving factors for the growth of traffic
CO2 emissions, and the development level of public transport has a significant negative
effect on the growth of traffic CO2 emissions. The main factors affecting the carbon emission
efficiency of transportation include population size, income level, transportation intensity,
factor endowment, transportation structure, and energy saving technology level [17].

Scholars have conducted a relatively comprehensive study on carbon emissions,
mostly starting from urban data to build indicators for research [18–20] but lacking the
perspective of combining enterprise data and urban data. As one of the main participants
in economic and social development, enterprises not only possess economic and legal
responsibility, but also social and moral responsibility, and it is natural that they should
undertake the green and low-carbon development tasks required by the state. Among
them, ESG rating performance is an important standard used to measure the high-quality
development of enterprises in the new era, and has been widely considered since the
concept of ESG rating was put forward. The doubling of the asset scale drives more listed
companies and investment institutions to pay increasing attention to the benefits and costs
accompanying the ESG rating. China’s ESG rating for responsible investment from the
perspective of the “carbon peak, carbon neutral” goal, put forward after the practice was
initiated, has also increased significantly. The development of enterprises founded on the
specific practice of the environment, taking social and governance factors into account; the
establishment of the “double carbon” goal; and the high-quality development of China’s
economy in regards to the green and low-carbon requirements for enterprises once again
stressed the importance of the ESG rating for enterprise development.

Domestic and foreign scholars have conducted many studies in ESG-related fields.
Scholars pay attention to the correlation between the ESG rating performance [21], financial
performance [22], and non-financial performance of enterprises, and deeply discuss the
quality and influence of ESG rating data sources and rating methods [23]. At the same time,
scholars also study how investors integrate ESG rating factors to make decisions [24] and
reveal the impact of ESG rating integration on portfolio risk and return [25]. In studying
the relationship between ESG and financial institutions, financial institutions and markets
are also committed to promoting sustainable finance, such as green finance, digital finance,
and sustainable finance innovation. Green financing and green economic development
are positive indicators of ESG rating performance [26]. Digital finance enhances ESG by
reducing corporate financial constraints and increasing green innovation and external
supervision [27,28]. In addition, particularly in the context of environmental issues and
climate change, the role of business in regards to environmental risk and climate transition
has received close attention from researchers. It can be found from previous studies that
some scholars believe that the development of an ESG rating will promote the realization
of the “two-carbon” goal. Theoretically, ESG investment and the realization of carbon
neutrality are mutually reinforcing, but some policies, such as carbon control iniatives,
will have a negative impact on ESG rating performance, [29]. Investing in ESG ratings
will focus on the long-term development of the company, which requires the company
to generate profits and contribute to environmental improvement, which is in line with
the goal of carbon neutrality. Because the concept of ESG is consistent with the concept of
carbon neutrality, some studies start from green transformation and believe that ESG rating
can promote the green transformation of enterprises and help market entities to prevent
the risks of this process [25,30], among which the important driving force to promote green
transformation is green innovation ability [31].

According to the above literature review, the current research regarding corporate
ESG rating mainly focuses on the impact of corporate information disclosure [25], finan-
cial performance [22], corporate value [32–36], and decision-making participation [24].
Research on “dual-carbon” targets mainly focuses on industrial green development [30],
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technological innovation [31,37,38], “dual-carbon” policy design [39], implementation, and
ESG investment strategy management and practice [40]. However, there are few studies on
the impact of ESG and carbon emissions from a spatial perspective, especially concerning
the empirical verification and complete theoretical framework at the prefecture level. In
order to explore the relationship between ESG and carbon emissions and improve the
study on the impact of ESG rating on carbon emissions from a spatial perspective, this
paper uses the data of 208 cities in China from 2010 to 2019, first empirically analyzing
the impact of the ESG rating on carbon emissions through the spatial metrology SDM
model. Secondly, the direct effect, indirect effect, and spatial spillover effect of ESG rating
on carbon emissions were determined through total effect decomposition. Thirdly, the
regional heterogeneity of the urban size effect is compared with the heterogeneity of urban
size through the characteristics of different regions. Finally, combined with the conclusions
and the studies of other scholars, this research provides support for the formulation of
corresponding carbon emission management policies in different regions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Model Design

The ESG rating can promote the improvement of enterprise performance [41,42], and
better environmental performance can alleviate corporate financing constraints [43,44],
therefore, in recent years, the ESG rating has received more attention from enterprises. The
ESG rating attaches importance to the green development of enterprises, so the importance
of carbon emission reduction has been greatly increased. In order to improve the overall
ESG rating score of the enterprise itself, the enterprise attempts to improve energy efficiency,
reduce unnecessary energy consumption, and develop clean energy, which will reduce the
total regional carbon emissions. On the other hand, the enterprise actively advocates the
low-carbon development mode and a low-carbon lifestyle, pushing the green development
of energy conservation and emission reduction into all areas of the enterprise operation
and all links with production and sales. As the main body of regional social practice, the
enterprise employees directly participate in the emission reduction to achieve the reduction
of regional carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed:
The higher the comprehensive ESG rating score of enterprises in the region, the lower the
regional CO2 emissions.

In the field of environmental economics, the IPAT model is a widely used research
method for exploring the impact of the relationship between population size and economic
factors on the environment. The standard STIRPAT model is as follows:

Iit = α × Pβ
it × Aγ

it × Tδ
it × εit (1)

where Iit, Pit, Ait, and Tit represent, respectively, the carbon dioxide emission, population
size, economic development level, and technological innovation degree of the i city in the t
year; α, β, γ, and δ are the parameters and represent the random error terms. By applying
the STIRPAT model, researchers have gained a deeper understanding of how human
activities affect the environment, providing support for more effective environmental
policies. The wide application of this model provides useful guidance for us to explore
ways and strategies to achieve high-quality development goals. For the enterprises in the
driving position of regional economic development, these become the research highlights
for regional high-quality transformation and development, and ESG enterprise rating
plays a key role in guiding enterprises to move towards high-quality development. By
focusing on the integrated performance of the environment, society, and governance, ESG
ratings drive companies towards the goal of sustainability, promoting the harmonious
development of the economy, society, and the environment, and achieving long-term sound
and high-quality development.

Therefore, this paper intends to use this model to explore the impact of ESG rating on
carbon emissions. In order to verify the realistic relationship between carbon emissions and
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ESG rating level, this paper will use China’s city-level panel data for empirical analysis.
Based on the research objectives, the measurement model is set as follows:

lnIit = lnα + βlnPit + γlnAit + δ1lnESGit + φlnXit + εit (2)

where, α, β, γ, δ1, and φ are the parameters; Iit is the CO2 emission of the i th city in the
t year; ESGit is the ESG rating index of the i city in the t year; Xit is a group of common
control variables for carbon emissions, including industrial structure (IS), urbanization
level (URB), and foreign direct investment (FDI); and εit is a random error term.

Because carbon dioxide is easily dispersed between regions, the effect of diffusion will
be more significant because of the development of the transportation industry. In addition, a
city’s carbon dioxide emissions depend not only on the level of local economic development,
but also on the environmental conditions and economic levels of the neighboring areas.
Therefore, the distribution state of carbon dioxide will show a relatively obvious spatial
autocorrelation. This paper intends to choose a spatial econometric model for empirical
analysis, and the spatial Durbin model to be used is as follows:

lnIit = lnα + ρ ∑N
j=1, j ̸=i ωijlnIjt + βlnPit + γlnAit + δlnESGit + φlnXit+

∂∑N
j=1 ωijZijt + ui + vt + εit

(3)

Among them, ui and vt represent the regional effect and the practical effect, respec-
tively; ρ represents the spatial autoregressive coefficient; and X represents control variables
such as IS and FDI. To simplify the spatial Durbin model formula, all independent variables
are represented by Z, which is used to add a spatial lag terms. ωij represents the spatial
weight matrix.

2.2. Variable Description

(1) Explained variable: Carbon dioxide emissions (I), derived from carbon emission
data from city-level inventories published by the China Carbon Accounting Database
(CEADs). After matching the ESG rating data of 290 cities published in the database, valid
city data of 208 cities were obtained, after cities with serious data missing were excluded.

(2) Core explanatory variable: ESG rating index, using the China Securities Index
for all Chinese A-shares in 2010–2019 for ratings processing. AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B,
CCC, CC, and C correspond to a score of 9 to 1. According to the A-share registration,
the A-shares in the same registration location during the same year are added together to
obtain the specific score.

(3) Control variables: According to previous literature studies, the main influencing
factors on carbon emissions are selected, including population size, economic development
level, industrial structure, urbanization level, and foreign direct investment. The details are
shown below and are summarized in Table 1:

(1) Population size (P): The population size of a region is an important factor affecting
carbon dioxide emissions; the larger the population size of the city, the greater the energy
consumption, and more human activities will also produce more carbon emissions. This
paper selects the total population at the end of the year to measure the population size; the
regression coefficient is expected to be positive.

(2) Level of economic development (A): Generally speaking, the higher the level of
economic development, the larger the production scale, and the more carbon emissions
will be generated in the production process. However, when the economic development
reaches a certain high level, the emission reduction effect will occur through industrial
structure upgrading and energy structure optimization, which is also the theoretical gist of
the environmental Kuznets curve. In this paper, per capita GDP is chosen to measure the
level of urban economic development, and the annual nominal GDP is converted to the real
GDP based on the results from 2010, so as to eliminate the impact of price changes. Because
China is currently an upper-middle-income country, and the economic development across
the country is uneven, the regression coefficient of per capita GDP is expected to be positive.
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(3) Industrial structure (IS): The secondary industry has the highest carbon emissions
among the three industries, especially the development of energy-consuming industries
such as power and steam will lead to the increase in carbon emissions, and the low-level
industrial structure will undoubtedly cause the high carbon emissions. This paper chooses
the proportion of the added value of the secondary industry in GDP to represent the
industrial structure, and the regression coefficient is expected to be positive.

(4) Urbanization level (URB): On the one hand, urbanization will drive the develop-
ment of the steel industry to emit a large amount of carbon dioxide; on the other hand,
the lifestyle of urban residents, including the increase in automobile exhaust emissions
and the high demand for electricity, leads to more carbon dioxide generation in cities than
in rural areas. Theoretically speaking, the higher the level of urbanization, the higher the
corresponding carbon dioxide emissions, so the regression coefficient is expected to be
positive. The measurement of the urbanization level generally includes two dimensions:
population urbanization and land urbanization. Because China’s Urban Statistical Yearbook
ceased releasing data regarding non-agricultural population levels in 2019, the population
urbanization index cannot be obtained. This paper uses the land urbanization index to
measure urbanization, i.e., the proportion of urban construction land in the urban area, and
the regression coefficient is expected to be positive.

(5) Foreign direct investment (FDI): Since 2012, China has vigorously promoted the
construction of ecological civilization. Under this background, newly established foreign-
funded enterprises will face higher environmental protection requirements when entering
China. Meanwhile, the knowledge and technology spillover effect brought by foreign
investment will improve the energy utilization efficiency of Chinese enterprises, improve
the production process, and reduce carbon emissions. In this paper, the actual utilization
of FDI in the current year is selected to measure FDI, and the unit of FDI is converted
into CNY according, to the CNY/USD exchange rate published by the National Bureau of
Statistics in the current year, and the regression coefficient is expected to be negative.

Table 1. Regression equation main variable table.

Variable Type Variable Name Variable Unit Variable Interpretation

Explained
variable

Carbon dioxide
emissions (I) Megaton Urban carbon dioxide

emissions

Explanatory
variable ESG rating index (ESG) No unit Rating index

Control variable

Population size (P) Thousands of
people

Total population
at year end

Level of economic
development (A) CNY Gross regional product

per capita

Industrial structure (IS) %
Value added for the

secondary industry as a
proportion of GDP

Urbanization level (URB) %
Proportion of urban
construction land in

urban area

Foreign direct
investment (FDI) CNY 10,000 Actual amount of foreign

capital utilized in that year

2.3. Data Source and Processing

Explanatory variables were collated according to the ESG ratings from the China
Securities Index, the carbon dioxide emissions of the explained variables come mainly from
the CEADs database, and the current urban carbon emission data is updated until 2019.
Other data were collected from the Chinese Urban Statistical Yearbook of the corresponding
year, and some missing data were supplemented using the linear interpolation method in
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Stata17 software. The specific method of linear interpolation is to use the ipolate command
for interpolation, building a linear equation to estimate the value of missing points by
calculating the slope between two adjacent data points. After ensuring the integrity of the
data, in order to avoid pseudo-regression, the logarithmic value of the data is employed,
and the data after taking the natural logarithm value is used for subsequent model fitting.

Due to the availability of carbon emissions data, this paper selects the data of 208 cities
at or above the prefecture level in China from 2010 to 2019 as samples to build a panel data
model. The specific model construction was fitted in Stata17 software.

3. Results
3.1. Moran’s I Test

In order to prove the spatial correlation of the explained variables, the correlation test
of carbon dioxide emissions at the city level is carried out. Common spatial autocorrelation
tests include Moran’s I test, Geary’s C test, the local indicators of spatial association (LISA),
and the Getis–Ord Gi test; in order to understand the global spatial autocorrelation of the
whole and to minimize the influence of outliers, Moran’s I test is selected. When the range
of Moran’s I is (0,1), it is assumed that there is a positive spatial autocorrelation, and when
the range of Moran’s I is (−1,0), it is assumed that there is a negative spatial correlation.
The original hypothesis is that there is no spatial autocorrelation of geographical data, and
the alternative hypothesis is that there is a spatial autocorrelation of geographical data.
Moran’s I is calculated as follows:

Moran′s I = ∑N
i=1 ∑N

j=1 ωij(xi − x)
(
xj − x

)
/∑N

i=1 ∑N
j=1 ωij∑N

i=1(xi − x)2 (4)

where xi is the carbon emission of city i, x is the average carbon emission of all cities, and
ωij is the normalized spatial geographical weight matrix, which commonly includes a 0–1
adjacency matrix, a geographical distance weight matrix, an economic distance weight
matrix, and an economic geography nested matrix. In order to explore the spillover effect
of ESG rating enterprise rating on carbon emissions, this paper selected the inverse distance
square matrix, with a better effect after several regressions and tests, and the calculation
expression is as follows:

Wij = 1/d2
ij (i ̸= j) (5)

where dij represents the distance between geographical units i and j, obtained by the
latitude and longitude between them. The weight value is represented by the distance
between two places; the closer the distance between two places, the larger the value, and
the farther the distance, the smaller the value.

Based on the CO2 emission data of 208 cities in China from 2010 to 2019, Moran’s I
index from 2010 to 2019 was obtained using Stata17 software, as shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Global Moran’s I Index of CO2 emissions from Chinese cities, 2010–2019.

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Moran’s I 0.141 *** 0.131 *** 0.136 *** 0.136 *** 0.150 ***

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Moran’s I 0.144 *** 0.174 *** 0.158 *** 0.122 *** 0.118 ***
Note: *** indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1% levels, respectively.

From the results in the Table 2, it can be seen that the carbon emissions of 208 cities in
2010–2019 show significance at the 99% confidence level, and the Moran’s I index is greater
than 0, indicating that carbon dioxide presents a positive spatial correlation in different
locations. In order to better observe the interregional carbon emission aggregation, this
paper draws the local Moran scatter plot of carbon emissions in 2019, as shown in Figure 1.
The Moran’s I index is mainly distributed in the first and third quadrants, indicating that
China’s current carbon emission exhibits a significant local spatial aggregation feature
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in geographical space. And it mainly presents high—high agglomeration and low—low
agglomeration.
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3.2. Selection and Testing of Spatial Metrology Model

As shown in Table 3, VIF test was conducted on the sample data, and the results are
shown in the following table. It is determined that the VIF value of each variable is less
than 5, the highest value is 2.55, the lowest value is 1.12, and the average value is 1.87,
indicating that there is no serious multicollinearity between the variables.

Table 3. Collinearity test.

Variable VIF 1/VIF

lnESG 2.55 0.39

lnA 2.23 0.45

lnFDI 2.16 0.46

lnP 1.79 0.56

lnURB 1.37 0.73

lnIS 1.12 0.90

Mean VIF 1.87

As can be seen from the above analysis, the carbon emissions of 208 cities are spatially
correlated, so the spatial weight matrix should be added to the model, and the empirical
element should be estimated by using a spatial econometric model to make the model fit
better. In this paper, OLS regression and LM testing were performed first, and the test
results are shown in Table 4 below. The results show that the p values under LM testing
and robust LM testing both passed the 1% significance level, indicating the existence of
a spatial error effect and a spatial lag effect. Mixed panel regression was rejected, and
the spatial Durbin model was initially selected. After that, the Hausman test was used to
determine whether a fixed effect model or a random effect model was adopted. According
to the test results in Table 4, the null hypothesis, “the difference between coefficients is not
systematic”, was rejected, and the fixed effect model was adopted.
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Table 4. Non-spatial panel data estimation and LM test results.

Variable Name Regression Coefficient p Value

lnP 0.686 *** 0.000

lnA 0.992 *** 0.000

lnESG −0.099 *** 0.000

lnIS 0.448 *** 0.000

lnURB 0.152 *** 0.000

lnFDI −0.022 * 0.092

R2 0.4852

Inspection Method Statistical Value p Value

LM test no spatial error 1893.297 *** 0.000

Robust LM test no spatial error 863.690 *** 0.000

LM test no spatial lag 1056.504 *** 0.000

Robust LM test no spatial lag 26.897 *** 0.000
Note: ***, * indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1% and 10% levels, respectively.

The LR test and the Wald test were used to determine whether the spatial Durbin
model could be degenerated into SAR and SEM models. In other words, the applicability
of the spatial Durbin model was further verified on the premise of determining the spatial
correlation between variables. The results are shown in Table 5, and both LR test and Wald
test resulted in 1% significance levels. The SDM model cannot be degraded into an SEM
model or an SAR model. Based on the above tests, this paper uses the SDM model for
subsequent empirical analysis.

Table 5. Results of the Hausman test, Wald test, and LR test.

Inspection Method Statistical Value p Value

LR Lag 71.53 *** 0.000

LR Err 69.07 *** 0.000

Wald Lag 1.2 × 1011 *** 0.000

Wald Err 151.60 *** 0.000

Hausman 25.75 *** 0.001
Note: *** indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1% levels, respectively.

3.3. Estimation Results and Analysis of Spatial Durbin Model
3.3.1. Result Analysis of Spatial Durbin Model

Based on the results of the above correlation tests, it can be seen that this paper should
adopt the fixed effect spatial Durbin model for spatial econometric regression. In order
to explore the degree of fit between various models, SDM model regression is used to
compare the regression results of the static panel model and the dynamic panel, and the
regression results of the four models are shown in Table 6 below.

Among them, the spatial autocorrelation coefficient ρ passed the significance test at
the 99% confidence level, with a value of 0.254, indicating that there is a positive spatial
spillover effect of carbon emissions, i.e., the increase in carbon emissions in the city will lead
to the increase in carbon emissions in the surrounding area. The reasons for the positive
spatial spillover effect may stem from the following points: First, there are close economic
links between cities, especially in terms of the supply chain and the industrial division of
labor. When a city’s economic growth leads to increased industrial activity and demand
in surrounding areas, those areas may need to increase energy consumption, thereby
producing more carbon emissions. Secondly, the different degree of policy adjustment
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between cities may lead to the difference between local environmental protection policies
and those of surrounding cities, causing local enterprises to transfer activities with high
carbon emissions to other places.

Table 6. Estimation results of different panel models.

Variable Name OLS FE GMM SDM

lnP
0.686 *** 0.262 1.572 *** 0.692 ***

(19.82) (1.13) (3.06) (21.29)

lnA
0.992 *** 0.434 *** 1.164 *** 1.060 ***

(26.59) (5.30) (2.68) (21.99)

lnESG
−0.099 *** −0.065 * −0.086 −0.076 ***

(−5.39) (−1.77) (−0.52) (−4.06)

lnIS
0.448 *** 0.416 *** 2.041 *** 0.352 ***

(6.00) (3.12) (2.97) (4.23)

lnURB
0.152 *** −0.014 0.072 0.094 ***

(8.15) (−0.46) (0.66) (5.11)

lnFDI
−0.022 −0.002 −0.119 −0.021

(−1.50) (0.19) (−3.67) (−1.46)

ω × lnP
— — — 0.004

— — — (0.03)

ω × lnA
— — — 0.088

— — — (0.57)

ω × lnESG
— — — −0.224 ***

— — — (−4.00)

ω × lnIS
— — — −0.735 **

— — — (−2.71)

ω × lnURB
— — — 0.286 ***

— — — (4.31)

ω × lnFDI
— — — −0.085 *

— — — (−2.16)

Constant term
−12.830 *** −4.263 ** −24.827 *** —

(−22.46) (−2.47) (−3.67) —

ρ
— — — 0.254 ***

— — — (4.40)

sigma2_e — — —
0.403 ***

(32.19)

Sample size 2080 2080 1872 2080

R-squared 0.485 0.426 — 0.472
Note: ***, **, * indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

The significance test value of ω × lnESG is −0.224, indicating that the ESG rating level
of the neighboring region has a reduction effect on the carbon emissions in the region, and
there is a corresponding spatial effect. The main reasons for the spatial effect of ESG rating
on carbon emissions are as follows:
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(1) Role models and benchmarking: A high ESG rating in a neighboring region may
inspire local businesses and governments to take actions to improve their ESG performance
and thus, to emulate successful mitigation strategies.

(2) Competitive market dynamics: The proximity to high ESG standards may create
market pressure for local companies to adopt emission reduction initiatives in order to
remain competitive or to enter markets with higher ESG requirements.

(3) Collaboration and information sharing: Through ESG investments, cooperation
and information sharing between neighboring regions in regards to emission reduction
strategies and best practices can promote environmental awareness and collective action to
coordinate broader emission reduction efforts.

(4) Investment preference: Investors and financial institutions may be more inclined
to invest in regions with good ESG performance, which will push local businesses and
governments to prioritize emission reduction initiatives. At present, the flow of capital
factors is more likely in these cases, and the green capital flowing out of neighboring cities
will also be used for local green development.

In addition, from the perspective of other variables, industrial structure, foreign
direct investment, and urbanization level also have spatial effects on carbon emissions.
Specifically, ω × lnIS and ω × lnFDI, at −0.735 and −0.085, respectively, are significantly
negative values, indicating that the industrial structure and foreign direct investment in
neighboring places also have a certain reduction effect on local carbon emissions. For
ω × lnURB, the significant value is 0.286, indicating that the urbanization level of neigh-
boring areas has a certain increasing effect on local carbon emissions.

The estimated results of the ESG rating of the core explanatory variables selected in
this paper are −0.099, −0.065, −0.086, and −0.076, respectively, in the four models, all of
which are negative. Moreover, the regression coefficients of the panel mixed regression
and the SDM model pass the significance test of 1%. This shows that there is a significant
negative correlation between green technology innovation and carbon emissions, indicating
that the enterprise ESG rating will inhibit carbon emissions.

From the perspective of the control variables, population size, economic develop-
ment level, industrial structure, and urbanization level passed the significance level of
1%. (1) The regression coefficient of population size is 0.692, indicating a significant pos-
itive correlation between population size and carbon emissions; that is, the increase in
population size will promote the increase in carbon emissions. This is consistent with
the research results of Zhang Huaming et al. [45], which showed that per capita carbon
dioxide and urban population size showed an inverted U-shaped relationship at the early
stage. (2) The regression coefficient of the economic development level is 1.060, indicating
that there is a significant positive correlation between the economic development level
and carbon emissions; that is, the increase in per capita GDP will promote the increase
in carbon emissions. This indicates that China is in the first half of the environmental
Kuznets curve. At present, China is still in the industrialization stage, and the added
value of industry and manufacturing is the main source of economic growth. In regions
with a larger per capita GDP, the scale of industrial production is also larger, and the
energy consumption accompanying it will also increase, which will play a positive role
in increasing carbon emissions. (3) The regression coefficient of industrial structure is
0.352, indicating that the increase in the proportion of industrial structure to GDP will
promote the increase in carbon emissions. The secondary industry includes mainly high
energy consumption, high emission, and low efficiency; this kind of enterprise profits, as
the goal of the development model will inevitably lead to the increase in environmental
pollution. This also shows the necessity of industrial transformation, as the economic and
environmental benefits of the industrial structure simultaneously promote high-quality
development. (4) The level of regression coefficient of urbanization is 0.094, indicating a
significant positive correlation between urbanization level and carbon emissions; that is,
the improvement of the urbanization level will promote the increase in carbon emissions.
Rapid urban expansion can lead to changes in land use in surrounding areas, such as the
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conversion of agricultural land to industrial land, and these changes can lead to increased
carbon emissions.

3.3.2. Spatial Durbin Model Decomposition of Direct Effects and Indirect Effects

Through the decomposition of the above model, Table 7 specifically shows the direct
effect, indirect effect, and total effect value of the regression result of the model decomposi-
tion. For the core explanatory variables, the direct effect of the ESG rating is −0.078, and
the indirect effect is −0.315, both of which pass the 1% significance test. The results show
that the upgrading of the ESG ratings of both local and foreign enterprises has a significant
negative effect on local carbon emissions. However, the indirect effect is significantly larger
than the direct effect, indicating that the carbon emission reduction effect resulting from
the ESG rating of enterprises mainly comes from other places. This paper suggests that the
reason for this may be the mismatch between the registration place and the actual office
address of many enterprises, so the indirect effect is greater than the direct effect. The
total effect of firm ESG rating is −0.393, which is in the same direction as the results for
the decomposed direct effect and the indirect effect, and the effect is larger. The larger the
overall effect, the greater the effect of a firm’s ESG rating on local and surrounding carbon
emissions. Therefore, enterprises should be encouraged to pay attention to the coordinated
development of the environment, society, and governance, increasing the contribution of
enterprises to the national emission reduction.

Table 7. Decomposition of the ESG rating spatial spillover effect.

Variable Name Direct Effect Indirect Effect Total Effect

lnP
0.696 *** 0.234 * 0.930 ***

(21.01) (1.78) (7.09)

lnA
1.065 *** 0.464 *** 1.529 ***

(23.16) (2.68) (9.18)

lnESG
−0.078 *** −0.315 *** −0.393 ***

(−4.29) (−4.76) (−5.81)

lnIS
0.344 *** −0.855 ** −0.512

(4.25) (−2.36) (−1.48)

lnURB
0.099 *** 0.409 *** 0.507 ***

(5.69) (4.62) (5.70)

lnFDI
−0.023 * −0.119 ** −0.142 ***

(−1.67) (−2.36) (−2.92)
Note: ***, **, * indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Among the control variables, the direct effect of population size is 0.696; that is,
the expansion of the local population size will significantly increase the regional carbon
emissions. The indirect effect of 0.234 only passed the significance test at the 90% confidence
level, and was smaller than that of the direct effect. The reason for the decline in the
significance of the indirect effect may be that the ecological environmental differences
among cities lead to a different capacity for absorbing carbon emissions resulting from the
increase in population size.

The direct effect of economic development level is 1.065; that is, the growth of per
capita GDP in the region will significantly increase the level of carbon emissions in the
region. The indirect effect of economic development level is 0.464; that is, the growth of
per capita GDP in the region will significantly increase the carbon emission level of the
surrounding region. As economies grow, the expansion of various sectors will lead to more
energy consumption and resource use, and the strengthening of regional economic linkages
will also lead to an increase in carbon emissions.
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The direct and indirect effects of industrial structure are 0.344 and −0.855, respectively,
which are significant at 99% and 95% confidence levels. The reason for the difference
between the two may be that the high energy-consuming industries of the secondary
industry, such as the construction industry and the hydropower and gas supply industry,
mostly serve the local residents, and it is difficult to generate these as cross-regional or
mobile services. Therefore, the industrial structure of the neighboring region has a negative
effect on the local carbon emissions. The final total effect value was −0.512, which did not
pass the significance test; that is, the total effect of industrial structure on carbon emissions
was unknown.

The direct and indirect effects of urbanization level are 0.099 and 0.409, respectively,
which both pass the significance test, indicating that the improvement of the local and
foreign urbanization level will increase the level of carbon emissions. On the one hand,
the construction of infrastructure and urban housing consumes a large amount of iron
and steel raw materials, resulting in high energy consumption, and on the other hand, the
electrification and automation of modern cities cause a large demand for electric energy.
Under the trend of green development, on the one hand, it is necessary to vigorously
develop the green construction industry for the replacement of building materials. On
the other hand, it is necessary to guide people to establish a thrifty consumption concept
and to form a social atmosphere that is proud of green consumption and ecological envi-
ronmental protection, while being ashamed of extravagance and waste which aggravate
ecological burdens.

Both the direct and indirect effects of FDI are negative; that is, the increase in FDI
in the region and neighboring regions will inhibit the carbon emission in the region, and
industrial agglomeration, technology spillover, and structural effects may be the possible
reasons for emission reduction. At the same time, the total effect is the same as the direct
effect and the indirect effect, and the value is greater than both, indicating that foreign
investment may promote carbon emission reduction due to the introduction of more
advanced environmental protection technology or through green investment influenced by
national investment policies.

3.3.3. The Impact of Firm ESG Rating on Carbon Emissions under Regional Heterogeneity

The impact of enterprise ESG ratings on carbon emissions among 208 cities has been
analyzed above. China has a vast geographical area, and different regional classifications
may have different impacts. Therefore, according to the division of the Eastern, Central,
and Western regions, provided by the Bureau of Statistics of China, the Eastern Region
includes 102 cities, such as Beijing and Tianjin, the Central Region includes 64 cities, such
as Taiyuan and Wuhan, and the Western region includes 42 cities, such as Chengdu and
Guiyang. These cities are divided into three inverse distance square weight matrices. The
spatial Durbin model with fixed time was selected to analyze the different effects of the
ESG rating on carbon emissions in the three regions of Eastern, Central, and Western China.

According to the regression results in Table 8, there are obvious differences in the
impact of variables in different regions on carbon emissions. For the core explanatory
variable of corporate ESG rating in the Eastern Region, the carbon emission reduction
effect of this rating still exists, and the regression coefficient is −0.096, which is greater
than the national emission reduction effect of −0.076. For the Central and Western regions,
the carbon emission reduction effect of the enterprise ESG rating is not significant. This
paper suggests that the possible reasons for these results lie in the following aspects: First,
from the data of the Eastern Region, the rating scores of enterprises participating in ESG
rating are generally better than those of the Central and Western regions, so the effect
of carbon emission reduction will be more significant. Secondly, because the economic
development level of the Eastern Region is better than that of the Central and Western
regions, the number of enterprises participating in the ESG enterprise rating is also higher
than that of the Central and Western regions, and the difference in data volume will result
in different effects between regions.
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Table 8. Influence of ESG ratings of enterprises in different regions on carbon emissions.

Variable Name Eastern Region Central Region Western Region

lnP
0.777 *** 0.680 *** 0.475 ***

(8.88) (9.61) (6.32)

lnA
0.521 *** 1.248 *** 0.628 ***

(9.09) (10.82) (5.95)

lnESG
−0.096 *** −0.034 0.69

(−3.90) (−0.75) (1.50)

lnIS
0.351 *** 1.163 *** 0.381 **

(4.07) (6.43) (2.07)

lnURB
0.004 0.054 0.177 ***

(0.26) (1.43) (4.32)

lnFDI
0.016 * −0.186 *** 0.021

(1.69) (−5.27) (0.83)

R2 0.5391 0.4911 0.5894

N 1020 640 420
Note: ***, **, * indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

From the perspective of control variables, population size is significantly positive
in both the Eastern and Western regions, and both pass the significance test under 1%.
On the whole, population size in the Eastern Region has a greater positive effect on
carbon emissions, at 0.777, which is greater than the overall level of the country, which
may be related to the trend of labor flow to the Eastern Region. Compared with the
national level of 1.060, the economic development level in the Central Region has a greater
influence on carbon emissions, indicating that the economic growth problem, combined
with environmental pollution, is the most serious in the Central Region, and it is imperative
to change the economic growth mode and implement energy conservation and emission
reduction projects. The regression coefficients of industrial structure in the three regions
are significantly positive, indicating that the influence of industrial structure on carbon
emission reduction must be considered, and the promotion of the green transformation and
development process of secondary industry offers practical significance for the realization
of the “dual carbon” goal.

The level of urbanization is significantly positive in the Western Region, and sus-
tainable urbanization should be actively promoted to ensure that urban planning and
construction are in line with environmental protection and low-carbon goals. The regres-
sion coefficient of FDI in the eastern and Central Regions is significant, the Eastern Region
is significantly positive, and the Central Region is significantly negative, indicating that the
effect of FDI utilization in the Eastern and Central regions is different. In the East, foreign
enterprises may mainly invest in high-carbon emission industries, or the Eastern Region
may relax the carbon emission restrictions in order to attract more foreign investment. The
significant negative regression coefficient in the Central Region may be due to the technol-
ogy spillover effect of foreign capital, which improves the effective utilization efficiency of
energy and inhibits carbon emissions.

3.3.4. The Impact of Firm ESG Rating on Carbon Emissions under City-Size Heterogeneity

Theoretically, population size and carbon emissions should be positively correlated,
and urban population size will affect the emission reduction effect resulting from the ESG
rating of enterprises. In order to explore the impact of enterprise ESG rating on carbon
emissions under different city sizes, this paper makes adjustments according to the Notice
on Adjusting the Classification Standards of City Sizes issued by The State Council in 2014
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and uses the number of permanent residents to classify city sizes. The figures shown in
Table 9 are the number of permanent residents of the city, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 respectively
represent the number of permanent residents. The specific classification standards are
shown in Table 9 below:

Table 9. City size classification (unit: thousands of people).

Before the Adjustment After the Adjustment

Permanent
population < 50 Small city Permanent

population < 100
Small and

medium-sized city

50 ≤ Permanent
population < 100 Medium-sized city 100 ≤ Permanent

population < 500 Large city

100 ≤ Permanent
population < 500 Big city Permanent

population ≥ 500 Megacity

500 ≤ Permanent
population < 1000 Super big city

Permanent
population ≥ 1000 Megacity

After the merger, the number of small and medium-sized cities is 2, the number of
large cities is 117, and the number of megacities is 89. Since the number of small and
medium-sized cities after the merger is still too small to be authoritative for the data results,
this research only analyzes the heterogeneity of big cities and megacities. The results are
shown in Table 10. Whether for big cities or megacities, the ESG rating of enterprises,
the main explanatory variable, has an inhibitory effect on carbon emissions, but with the
increase in population, the effect of carbon emission reduction is more obvious. Among
these, the population of megacities is large, and the total GDP value of the cities is relatively
high. It is reasonable to speculate that ESG can promote carbon emission reduction better
when the GDP of the cities increases. Similarly, other scholars have also found that when
the GDP of a city is higher, the impact of ESG rating on sustainable development is more
significant [46,47].

Table 10. Influence of ESG rating performance of enterprises of different city sizes on carbon emissions.

Variable Name Large City Megacity

lnP
0.687 *** 1.026 ***

(12.37) (16.49)

lnA
1.105 *** 1.094 ***

(17.25) (14.86)

lnESG
−0.078 *** −0.091 ***

(−2.89) (−3.74)

lnIS
0.197 * 0.301 ***

(1.70) (2.71)

lnURB
0.206 *** −0.052 **

(8.81) (−2.05)

lnFDI
−0.018 −0.066 ***

(−0.91) (−3.35)

R2 0.432 0.596

N 1170 890
Note: ***, **, * indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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3.4. Robustness Test

In this paper, by adding control and lag variables, we observe whether adding new
control variables will lead to changes in the coefficient coincidence and the significance
of core explanatory variables. First, as shown in Table 11, when the green coverage rate
of built-up areas was added to the baseline regression as a control variable, the positive
and negative and significance of the core explanatory variables did not change, and the
above results were still valid after the control variables were added. Second, the regression
coefficient of the core explanatory variable is −0.075 after all variables are treated with a
one-stage lag, indicating that the ESG rating of the previous year will inhibit the carbon
emissions of the current year. The coincidence and significance of the coefficients of other
control variables are the same as those of the benchmark regression, which verifies the
reliability of the conclusions in this paper.

Table 11. Robustness test.

Variable Name Reference
Regression

Increase Control
Variable—Green
Coverage Rate of

Built-Up Area

Explanatory Variable
One-Phase Lag

lnP
0.692 *** 0.693 *** 0.681 ***

(21.29) (21.30) (21.04)

lnA
1.060 *** 1.063 *** 1.064 ***

(21.99) (21.87) (21.65)

lnESG
−0.076 *** −0.076 *** −0.075 ***

(−4.06) (−4.08) (−4.01)

lnIS
0.352 *** 0.352 *** 0.310 ***

(4.23) (4.23) (3.59)

lnURB
0.094 *** 0.094 *** 0.091 ***

(5.11) (5.13) (5.05)

lnFDI
−0.021 −0.021 −0.018

(−1.46) (−1.46) (−1.26)

lnER
— −0.040 —

— (−0.57) —

R2 0.472 0.476 0.471
Note: *** indicates that the results passed the significance test at the 1% levels, respectively.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
4.1. Discussion

Enterprise development provides the source of power for urban economic devel-
opment, and measuring the impact of changes in the enterprise ESG rating on carbon
emissions is an essential part of implementing high-quality development, as well as an
inevitable requirement for achieving the “double carbon” goal. Based on the data of listed
companies from 2010 to 2019, this paper uses the spatial Durbin model to assess the impact
of ESG rating on carbon emissions. The findings are as follows:

(1) The concentration distribution trend of carbon dioxide emissions in China is
obvious, mainly showing a “high and low” agglomeration trend in regards to geographical
characteristics, and the geographical distribution of enterprise ESG rating performance is
also strong in the East and weak in the West. Most cities showed a gradual increase in ESG
rating performance during the period from 2010 to 2019, while some cities also showed a
slow development in their scores.
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(2) ESG rating performance has a significant inhibitory effect on carbon emissions,
and there is a spatial spillover effect. The results of the spatial Durbin model show that,
controlling for other factors remaining unchanged, carbon emissions decrease by 0.076 for
every 1% increase in ESG performance. From the empirical results, the direct effect of ESG
rating on carbon emissions is −0.078, the indirect effect is −0.315, and the spatial effect is
−0.224, indicating that the improvement of local and neighboring ESG performance will
have a inhibiting effect on local carbon emissions. The indirect effect is greater than the
direct effect, which may be due to the fact that the ESG performance used in this paper
considers the place of company registration. This is consistent with the research of foreign
scholars. The degree of city compliance with ESG principles largely depends on the quality
and efficiency of urban economic policies, and there is regional heterogeneity [48].

(3) According to the regression results of regional heterogeneity, the carbon emission
reduction effect of ESG rating in Eastern China is still significant, while the effect of ESG
rating in other regions is not obvious. The inhibitory effect of −0.096 in the Eastern Region
is more obvious than that of −0.078 at the national level. According to the heterogeneity
regression results for city size, both large cities and megacities exhibit significant inhibition
effects, which proves that the agglomeration effect of large cities and megacities is dominant,
indicating that a certain urban population size and ESG rating performance will contribute
to urban green and low-carbon development.

4.2. Conclusions

As mentioned above, this paper confirms the inhibitory effect of ESG rating on carbon
emissions and its spatial spillover effect. However, this study includes some limitations.
First, due to the limitations of data and information, the final deadline of the data used in
this paper is 2019; secondly, because this paper focuses on the study of the spatial effect at
the macro level, the mechanism of study for the ESG rating’s inhibition of carbon emissions
is not perfect, and a future study can focus more on the effect of ESG investment and
various emissions between different industries. On the basis of previous studies, this paper
proposes some future research directions:

(1) The transparency of corporate information disclosure should be continuously
monitored and improved in the future. Some scholars in other countries believe that the
ESG rating is better at predicting future risks and opportunities, is easier to use in regards
to carrying out long-term strategic thinking, and is more concerned about the long-term
development of wealth [49,50]. Academics in the Singapore area believe that investment
in Singapore start-ups is moving in the direction of ESG ratings, as the country makes
sustainability a priority [51]. In the United States, investment in sustainably oriented
innovation has increased since 2015 [52], as has the number of patents issued to improve
ESG performance [53], which means that companies looking to improve ESG performance
need to invest in R&D and innovation programs [54]. Judging from the ESG development
of these countries, the future ESG rating will have a significant impact on the sustainable
development process. At the same time, scholars are increasingly concerned about the
carbon reduction effects of ESG. When considering future investment decisions, good
ESG performance generates moral capital, has an insurance effect, and reduces corporate
risk [55], which in turn reduces the rate of return demanded by investors and creditors,
thereby reducing the cost of equity [56] and the cost of debt. Due to the reduction of enter-
prise costs, these enterprises will obtain more stable earnings and long-term sustainable
growth potential. Consumers are also more likely to support companies that are actively
involved in environmental causes, thus tilting market demand toward environmentally
friendly products and services.

(2) Considering the conclusion that the indirect effect of enterprise ESG rating on
carbon emission reduction is greater than the direct effect, and the impact of one cycle
lag is slightly smaller, it is suggested that enterprises should not only pay attention to
direct emission reduction measures, but they should also adopt comprehensive carbon
emission reduction strategies. In the future, the coordinated development of inter-city
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policies will become the main development direction, and determining how to break
inter-regional barriers will become the research focus. Considering that the lag effect of
the first phase is still significant, increasing green infrastructure construction from the
perspective of ESG development still has a significant effect [57]. It is recommended that
the government develop a comprehensive ESG policy framework to promote not only the
ESG rating performance of enterprises, but also the ESG rating performance of society as a
whole. Governments can create enticements, such as tax breaks or incentives, to encourage
businesses to actively participate in ESG. In addition, cooperation between enterprises is
encouraged to jointly develop environmentally friendly technologies, achieve synergies in
ESG rating performance, and minimize carbon emissions.

(3) In the future, we should pay attention to the differences between cities and focus on
the coordinated development of policies. First of all, due to the significant inhibitory effect
of the Eastern Region and large cities and megacities, the future government, enterprises,
and all sectors of society should strengthen ESG improvement measures in the Eastern
Region and areas with large populations. Secondly, it is crucial to promote technological
innovation and knowledge sharing, exploring the role of technological innovation regard-
ing the impact of the ESG rating on carbon emissions. In the future, governments can
create incentives to encourage cities with good ESG investments to continue to achieve
significant carbon reduction outcomes concerning their local development and to share
their experiences to drive a green and low-carbon transition across the country.
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